


Help put this puzzle together 
during the following weeks!



A Fresh Series – Jan. 11-Mar. 1, 2015



Connect through Different Motivations … Jan. 11

Connect through Different Manifestations … Jan. 25

Connect through Different Ministries … Feb. 1

Connected for a Purpose … Mar. 1

You’ve Been Chosen … Feb. 22

You’re the Perfect Fit … Feb. 15  (Josh Foley)

Your Piece Is Unique … Feb. 8  (Kendall Keeler)
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A  
SPECIAL 
PRAYER



This series has been planned for many months.

Direction came from Natural Church Development.

We are called in the direction of fulfilling the 
vision/mission God has given us at Mt. Vernon.

We’re connected for a purpose!

We’re all vital pieces in a larger “puzzle.”

We fulfill God’s mission as we all contribute.
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The first three weeks have to do with Spiritual Gifts.

Motivation (Inner Drive)                             
Romans 12

Manifestation (Outer Demonstration)         
I Corinthians 12

Ministry (Interactive Equipping)               
Ephesians 4
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Romans 12:1-21

1-2: Present yourself to God. 

3-6a: You’re a part of a larger “puzzle.”

14-21: Bless and do not curse; overcome with good.

9-13: This is your attitude; express it practically.

6b-8: Here are some gifts: Use your specific gift 
wisely and well, according to the grace given you.

Connect through Different Motivations



Prophesy

Serve 

Teach

Show Mercy

Lead

Give

Encourage
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4 There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit. 
5 There are different kinds of service, but the same Lord. 
6 There are different kinds of working, but the same 

God works all of them in all men. 
7 Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given 
for the common good. 

11 All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, and 
he gives them to each one, just as he determines.

I Corinthians 12: 4-7 & 11 (NIV1984)
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Connect through Different Manifestations
Message of (word of) Wisdom
Message of (word of) Knowledge
Faith

Distinguishing between (discerning) spirits
Prophecy
Miraculous Powers
Gifts of Healing

Speaking in different kinds of tongues
Interpretation of tongues
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